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Encryption Keys and Cloud
Computing
Running IT systems on public cloud services is the reality for most companies. Just about every
company uses Software as a Service to some degree; many have already migrated back-office
systems such as email, collaboration, file storage, and customer relationship management. But we
are now seeing the core of the data center — financial systems, databases, supply chain, and
enterprise resource planning — moving to public Platform and Infrastructure “as a Service” (PaaS &
IaaS) providers. It is now common for medium and large enterprises to run SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS at
different providers, all in parallel with on-premises systems. Some small firms we speak with no
longer have data centers, instead relying on third parties to host all their applications.
Cloud services offer an alluring cocktail of benefits: cost effectiveness, reliability, agility, and security.
While several of these advantages have always been accepted, security was the last major hurdle for
customers. So cloud service providers focused on customers’ security concerns and now offer
extensive capabilities for data, network, and infrastructure security. In fact most customers can
realize equivalent or better security in the cloud than they can provide in-house. With the removal of
this last impediment we see more and more firms embrace IaaS for critical applications.
Infrastructure as a Service entails handing over ownership and operational control of your IT
infrastructure to a third party. But responsibility for data security cannot go along with it. Your
provider ensures compute, storage, and networking components are secure from external attackers
and their other tenants, but you must protect your data and application access to it. Some of you
trust your cloud providers, while others do not. Or you might trust one cloud service but not others.
Regardless, to maintain control of your data you must engineer cloud security controls to ensure
compliance with internal security requirements, as well as regulatory and contractual obligations. In
some cases you will leverage security capabilities provided by a cloud vendor, and in others you will
bring your own and run them atop the cloud.
Encryption is the fundamental security technology in modern computing. So it should be no surprise
that encryption technologies are everywhere in cloud computing. The vast majority of cloud service
providers enable network encryption by default to protect data in transit and prevent man-in-themiddle attacks. Most cloud providers offer encryption for data at rest, both to protect files and
archives from unwanted inspection by authorized infrastructure managers, and in case of data leaks
from the cloud service. In many ways encryption is another commodity feature of the cloud service
you pay for. But it is only effective when encryption keys are properly protected. Just as with on-
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premises systems, when you move data to cloud services, it is critical to properly manage and
secure the keys.
Controlling encryption keys — and thus also your data — while adopting cloud services is one of the
more difficult puzzles in moving to the cloud. For example you need to decide who creates keys (you
or your provider), where they are managed (on-premises or in-cloud), how they are stored (hardware
or software), how keys will be maintained, how to scale up in a dynamic environment, and how to
integrate with each different cloud model you use (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, and hybrid). And you still need
to either select your own encryption library or invoke your cloud service to encrypt on your behalf.
You get an excellent selection of choices to meet any use case, but piecing it all together is a
challenge.
This paper addresses the central question we keep getting: How can I manage encryption keys on
someone else’s hardware? Customers need to know if there is a consistent way to handle this
across all their cloud services. We will discuss challenges specific to multi-cloud key management
and why customers may need something different than the native encryption options offered by their
cloud providers. We will help you select the right strategy from the many possible combinations.
Finally, we discuss how each customer requirements maps to different deployment options, and
what to look for in a key management system.
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Use Cases
There is a common set of data security concerns shared by customers moving into cloud services.
But their inquires are often based on on-premises approaches, and less relevant in the cloud. To
provide some context, one of the major mental adjustments security folks need to make when
moving to cloud services is where their responsibilities begin and end. You are no longer responsible
for physical security of cloud systems and cannot control the security of resource pools such as
compute, storage, and network, so your areas of concern move “up the stack”. With IaaS you
control applications, data, user access, and network accessibility. With SaaS you are limited to data
and user access. Any cloud service limits the tools at your disposal to those either provided natively
by the cloud or third-party tools which work with that cloud service. Fortunately the cloud also
reduces your set of responsibilities.
Fielding customer calls on data security over the last decade, we have learned that inquiries
regarding on-premises systems typically start with the data repository. Typical questions are, “How
can I protect my database?”, “Our SAN vendor provides encryption, but what threats does that
protect us from?” and “How do I protect sensitive data on my file servers?” In these conversations,
once we understand the repository and the threats to address, we can construct a data security
plan. They usually center on some implementation of encryption with supporting key management,
access management, and possibly masking or tokenization technology. In the cloud, encryption is
still the primary to tool for data security, but the starting points of conversations are different. The
issues are more about needs than driven by particular threats. The following are the main concerns
cited by customers:

•

PII: Personally Identifiable Information — essentially sensitive data specific to a user or customer
— is the top concern. PII includes things like Social Security Numbers, credit card numbers,
account numbers, passwords, and other sensitive data types defined by various regulations.
And it’s very common for what companies move into — or derive inside — the cloud to contain
sensitive customer information. Other types of sensitive data are present as well, but PII
compliance requirements drive our data protection conversations. The regulation might be
GLBA, Mass Privacy Regulation 201 CMR 17, NIST 800-53, FedRAMP, PCI-DSS, HIPAA, or
another from the evolving list, and that’s just in the USA. The mapping of these requirements to
on-premises security controls has always been fuzzy, and it hasn’t been clarified by the changes
in how cloud services function. So IT staff and external auditors are uncertain whether and how
well these requirements are really addressed. Leveraging existing encryption keys and tools
helps ensure consistency with current policy and process.
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•

Legal Compliance and Nation-State Attacks: Many companies have information that is
attractive to governments and intelligence services. They worry both about their own
government as well as foreign ones. Others worry that litigation may result in a subpoena for all
their data. In either case the customer needs to ensure their cloud providers cannot be
compelled to turn over encryption keys, either within the country they run their servers, or if their
applications migrate data or applications to a different country. If the vendor is never provided
with your encryption keys, they cannot be compelled to turn them over, ensuring data privacy
and control.

•

Trust: More precisely, the problem is lack of trust. Some customers simply do not trust their
vendors. Many security pros, having seen security products and platforms fail repeatedly during
their careers, view cloud security with a jaundiced eye. They are especially hesitant with security
systems they cannot fully audit. Or they do not have faith that cloud vendors’ IT staff cannot
access their data. In some cases they do not trust software-based encryption.

•

Vendor Lock-in and Migration: A common concern is vendor lock-in, and an inability to
migrate to another cloud service provider. Services fail, competitors emerge and contractual
relationships can become untenable. Some native cloud encryption systems do not allow
customer keys to move outside the system, and cloud encryption systems are based on
proprietary interfaces. The goal is to maintain protection regardless of where data resides,
moving between cloud vendors as needed.

•

Jurisdiction: Cloud service providers, especially IaaS vendors, offer services in multiple
countries, often in more than one region, with redundant data centers. This redundancy is great
for resilience, but regulatory concerns arises when moving data across regions which may have
different laws and jurisdictions. For example the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) governs the personal data of EU citizens, and applies to any foreign company
regardless of where data is moved. While similar in intent and data types to the US regulation
mentioned above under ‘PII’, it further specifies that citizen data must not be available in foreign
countries that do not meet specific requirements. Many SaaS and IaaS security models cannot
accommodate such data-centric concerns. In these cases, segregation of duties and access
controls can be augmented by key management.

•

Consistency: Firms often adopt a “best of breed” cloud approach. They leverage multiple IaaS
providers, placing each application on the service which best fits that application’s particular
requirements. Most firms are quite familiar with their on-premises encryption and key
management systems, so they often prefer to leverage the same tool and skills across multiple
clouds. This minimizes process changes around key management and application changes to
support different API.

Obviously the nuances of each cloud implementation guide these conversations as well. Not all
services are created equal, so what works in one may not be appropriate in another. But the major
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vendors offer very strong encryption implementations. Concerns such as data exfiltration protection,
storage security, volume security, database security, and protecting data in transit can all be
addressed with provided tools. That said, some firms cannot fully embrace a cloud native
implementation, typically for regulatory or contract reasons. These firms have options to maintain
control over encryption keys and leverage cloud-native or third-party encryption.
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Service Type & Deployment
In this section we discuss basic approaches for managing keys in public cloud services and how it
all works. We illustrate deployment options and the components of a solution. We will walk through
the process of getting a key from your on-premises Hardware Security Module (HSM) into a cloud
HSM. We will discuss variations on using cloud-based HSMs for all encryption operations, as well as
when you instead delegate encryption operations to the cloud-native encryption service. We’ll also
discuss software-based (non-HSM) key management systems running on IaaS cloud services.
There are two basic design approaches for managing your keys in a third-party cloud service. The
most common model is generally referred to as ‘BYOK’ (Bring Your Own Key). As the name implies
you place your own keys in a cloud HSM, and use your keys with the cloud HSM service to encrypt
and decrypt content. This model requires HSMs but supports all cloud service models (SaaS, PaaS,
and IaaS) so long as the cloud vendor offers an HSM service. The alternative is software-based key
management. In this case you run the same key management software you use on-premises, but in
a multi-tenant IaaS cloud. Your key management vendor supplies either a server or a Docker
container containing the software, and you configure and deploy it in your cloud environment.
Let’s jump into the specifics of each model, and the different ways each approach is used.

BYOK
Cloud platforms for commercial services offer encryption as an option for data storage and
communications. With most cloud environments — especially SaaS — encryption is built-in and
occurs by default for all tenants as part of the service. To keep things simple encryption and key
management interfaces are not exposed — instead encryption is a transparent function handled on
the customer’s behalf. For select cloud services where stronger security is required, or regulations
demand their use, Hardware Security Modules are offered as an option. These modules are
physically and digitally hardened against attack to ensure that keys are secure from tampering and
difficult to misuse.
To incorporate HSMs into a cloud service, cloud vendors typically offer an extension to their key
management service. In some cases it’s a simple set of additional API, but in most cases a
dashboard is provided with an API for provisioning and key management. In some cases, particularly
when you use the same type of HSM on-premises as your cloud vendor, its full suite of HSM
functions may be available. So the amount of work required to set up BYOK varies.
Let’s take a closer look at getting keys into the cloud.
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Exporting Keys
Those of you using HSMs on-premises understand that typically keys remain fully protected within
the HSM, and are never extracted. It is possible to extract keys, but extracted keys are encrypted
with additional information to render them usable only for import into another compatible HSM. Each
customer HSM is seeded by the vendor with information about the vendor and customer, and some
configuration regarding permitted uses for its keys. This non-key configuration information, along
with keys from the vendor and customer, are used to ‘bootstrap’ an HSM. This process can be
reversed to extract keys, but traditionally not for use outside another HSM — traditionally only to
seed another appliance.
Key extraction is a manual process for most
HSMs. It typically involves two or more
security administrators providing
credentials and a smart card or USB stick
with a secure enclave to authenticate to the
HSM, then requesting a key for extraction.
For most HSMs, extraction is similar: Once
validation occurs, the HSM takes the
customer’s master key and bundles it with
information regarding the HSM vendor and
customer, and in some cases usage rights
for the key, then encrypts it all together.
These added data elements provide
additional protections for the key, dictating
where it can be decrypted and how it may
be used.
Export of keys does not occur through any
specific channel, and is not synchronous
with import into a destination HSM. Instead
the encrypted information bundle is sent to the cloud service provider. A cloud HSM service likely
leverages a cluster of several HSMs, not the traditional model of a ‘Active/Standby’ pair. And each
cloud vendor implements their own integration layer, so details on how keys are imported vary, as
does level of effort. In general once a customer has been provisioned for the cloud HSM service they
can import their master key via a dashboard, API, or command line. The customer’s master key
bundle is used to create their intermediate keys as needed for their cloud key hierarchy, and those
intermediate keys in turn are used to generate data encryption keys as needed. These encryption
keys are copied between cloud HSM as needed for failover and replication.
Each cloud provider scales up and maintains redundancy in its own ways, and they typically do not
publish details. Instead they provide service guarantees for uptime and performance. The good
news is you no longer need to worry much about the specifics because they are taken care of for
you. Additionally, cloud service providers do not as a rule use Active/Standby HSM pairs, preferring a
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more scalable ‘cloud’ of many hardware modules, importing customer keys as needed, so resiliency
is likely better than whatever you have on-premises today.
Keep in mind that hardware-based key management support is still considered a special case by
cloud service vendors. Not all customers demand it. And it is often not fully available as a self-service
feature — there may be a manual sign-up process and availability in only specific regions or zones.
Unlike built-in native encryption, HSM capabilities cost extra.
Once you have your keys installed in the cloud HSM service, you can use it to encrypt data. The way
this works varies between cloud service models so we will look at a couple common cases.

SaaS with HSM Encryption
With many SaaS services, if you contract for a cloud-based HSM service, all encryption operations
on your behalf are performed inside the HSM. The native cloud encryption service may satisfy
requests on your behalf so encryption and decryption are transparent, but key access and
cryptographic operations are kept within the HSM.
The following graphic illustrates how some cloud document services provide BYOK. (1) Your key is
imported into the cloud and the key management interface installs your master key into the HSM, as
described earlier. (2) Users upload
documents to the cloud, and (3)
the key management service
requests a new data encryption
key for each uploaded
document. (4) A new key is
generated, and (5) the uploaded
document is encrypted prior to
being stored in the cloud. (6) In
some cases the newly derived
encryption key is now encrypted
under the customer’s master key
and sent back to the customer
for on-premises storage in their
HSMs.
There are differences between providers but this basic framework is common. Other types of SaaS
offerings, where encryption and decryption within the HSM is infeasible (for the vendor), use a slightly
different process.
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SaaS/PaaS HSM with Native Encryption
In some cases customers bring their own ‘master’ keys to the cloud, but the cloud provider uses
data encryption keys derived from the master for actual encryption and decryption outside the
HSMs. Consider a SaaS application running complex reports, or a PaaS service where the customer
stores terabytes of information encrypted within a database. As the cloud vendor controls all of the
underlying hardware and software, they can choose if encryption is done in hardware or software
services, while maintaining security of the derived encryption keys. Keep in mind that for PaaS and
SaaS, the application and supporting databases are part of the vendor’s underlying service, so they
have several options for how and where to encrypt and decrypt.
Cloud vendors often use transparent columnar or disk encryption, with a customer encryption key
derived from the customer’s master key. This encryption key is supplied to memory-resident
encryption services so the customer master key never leaves the HSMs. The number and type of
data encryption keys each cloud service creates per customer varies, but one or more keys per data
repository or user role is common. These in-memory encryption engines are protected from other
services, with access tightly restricted; sensitive memory such as key storage is overwritten as soon
as it is no longer needed.
This graphic outlines what happens when when a user makes a request to a cloud service. (1) The
user is first authenticated to the cloud. (2) After authentication the cloud service requests access on
the user’s behalf from the key service. (3) The key management service requests a key from the HSM
on the user’s behalf. (4) Assuming credentials validate and the request is authorized, the HSM
returns the requested key to
the key management service.
What happens at this point is
cloud specific. If the cloud
service uses columnar data
encryption, the application or
database decrypts data prior
to presentation to the user. If
the cloud service uses volume
encryption, the key is supplied
when the disk is mounted, so
the storage service will
decrypt disk blocks for all
subsequent access as
content is read from physical media. Either way, these operations are transparent to users.
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Multi-Cloud HSM
With these encryption and key management capabilities it does not much matter whether the
customer’s application architecture uses a private cloud, a public cloud, a hybrid cloud, or is
distributed across multiple clouds — the framework remains the same. You can leverage various
cloud services and ensure you control data access using your own keys to encrypt and decrypt,
allowing only your authorized users to use your keys. For example you could simultaneously run
analytics on GCP, SharePoint on Azure, and web applications on AWS — each using data secured
by your keys, controlled by your on-premises HSM cluster. This is the idea behind multi-cloud key
management: leverage the agility and cost-effectiveness of cloud computing while protecting data
from cloud administrators, hostile nation-states, law enforcement, and unauthorized third parties. It
extends your existing on-premises security controls, and is one of the few cases where on-premises
security controls are fully suitable for cloud services.

BYO Key Manager
The other option for multi-cloud key management is to install your own key management server in
the cloud. The organization is exactly like the illustration above, but purely in software. For customers
who do not use advanced hardware for key management on-premises, but want to ensure their
cloud providers do not own — and cannot be compelled to turn over — keys to decrypt their data,
software-based key management is suitable. If you are already comfortable with software-based key
management, bringing your own software to the cloud may be your first choice. Let’s take a look at
deployment.
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Software Key Management
Software-based key management simply means running your own key management application in
the cloud. This approach is only suitable for IaaS, as you need to install and configure your own
servers to perform key management, but it provides most of the same functions as HSMs, if not the
same assurances or security level. These core functions are key generation, key storage, key
rotation, and API interfaces to orchestrate encryption in the cloud.
One downside is that you need to handle failover and replication yourself. Nor is the software model
compliant with regulatory requirements which specify FIPS-certified hardware. But benefits include
lower cost than HSMs and full control of key services, rather than delegating them to your cloud
provider. You can import your own master keys, but more often customers generate new master
keys for each cloud installation. Unique keys are provided to each cloud service by the key manager
through API, so volume storage and databases can encrypt and decrypt as needed.
This graphic shows how you can deploy server images and containers within an IaaS region.
Typically you have a primary server in one zone or region, with a backup in another. Replication and
synchronization
details are generally
specific to the
software you are
using, but opening up
a software-defined
network connection
between two servers
is a common way for
them to communicate.
Another is a shared persistent store, such as a database or “file bucket” with highly restricted access
and encryption on the contents, allowing each key server instance to pull updates periodically, and
ensuring only the other key manager instance can read. High availability and resilience are provided
as a combination of the built in capabilities of the key management software and native IaaS cloud
capabilities.

Secret Management
We have recently seen a new take on securing keys and other sensitive data elements in the cloud.
A few organizations distribute secrets across multiple user accounts in the cloud. Like software key
managers, these secrets are stored in encrypted files or databases, and access is restricted to
specific users or users with a specific role assigned to their account. In this way service accounts —
generic administrative accounts which may be assumed by one or more users — can access these
secrets, but no one else. This is not limited to key management; encryption keys can be assigned to
individual accounts, but access tokens, identity certificates, passwords, other access credentials
and configuration data are more common.
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The principal use case arose from ‘DevOps’ and similar approaches to automating software builds,
software testing, and IT deployments. The strong role of automation and orchestration within cloud
services and DevOps is driving heavy use of automated software build servers, container
management systems, and other tools. These tasks need to run independently, without human
intervention; but they need access, and often certificates and passwords as well. Developers and IT
often put encryption keys and passwords in configuration files, where they are easily stolen. Rather
than allow critically sensitive data to sit in unsecured files, these secrets are better placed in an
encrypted ‘vault’. The vault contents can be accessed programmatically, and may be shared by one
or more users in a group.
In IaaS clouds this deployment model looks very similar to software key management. There are
typically one or more servers for users to connect to; with replication taking place via a dedicated
network connection, database, or even secured file. Why not just use key management? Because it
does not address most types of secrets, is less flexile, typically offers more limited API integration,
and is harder to set up than a simple encrypted vault. Simplicity and suitability are the reasons
“secret management” is gaining traction, despite current tools requiring considerable Do It Yourself
(DIY) coding and integration. This is still an outlier today, but growing quickly as a simple way to
solve real security problems for cloud development and deployment.
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Selection and Migration
Cloud services are typically described as sharing responsibility for security, but the reality is that you
aren’t working shoulder to shoulder with your vendor. Instead you implement security using the
building blocks they provide, possibly filling in gaps where they don’t provide solutions. One of our
central goals for this project was to show that it is possible to take control of data security, replacing
embedded encryption and key management services, even when you don’t control the environment.
With key management you can gain as much security as your on-premises solution provides —
perhaps even leveraging familiar tools — with minimal disruption to existing management processes.
That said, if you decided to Bring Your Own Keys (and select cloud HSMs), or bring your own
software key management stack, you are signing on for additional set-up. And it’s not always simple
— the cloud variants of HSMs and software key management services are different than their onpremises counterparts. This section highlights some differences to consider when managing keys in
the cloud.

Governance
Let’s cut to the heart of the matter: If you need an HSM, you likely have regulatory requirements or
contractual obligations driving your decisions. Many of these requirements spell out specific physical
and electronic security levels, typically something like FIPS 140-2 Level 2 or Level 3. And these
regulations often specify usage models — perhaps requiring periodic key rotation, segregation of
administrative duties, and multi-admin requirements for select operations. Cloud vendors usually
publish certifications for their HSMs, but not details. You’ll likely need to dig through their
documentation to understand how to manage the HSMs to satisfy operational requirements, and
what interfaces its functions are available through — typically some combination of web application,
command-line tool, and API.
It’s one thing to have a key rotation capability, for example, but another to prove you are using it
consistently and properly. Key management service administrative actions are a favorite audit item.
As your HSM is now in the cloud, you need to determine how you will access the HSM logs and
move them into your SIEM or compliance reporting tools.

Integration
A key question is whether it is okay for your cloud provider to perform encryption and decryption on
your behalf, so long as your master keys are always kept within an HSM. Essentially, if your
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requirement is that all encryption and signing operations must happen in hardware, you need to
ensure your cloud vendor provides that option. Some SaaS solutions do not: You provide them keys
derived from your master key, and the service performs the actual encryption without necessarily
using an HSM. Some IaaS platforms let you perform bulk encryption in their HSM platform, or
leverage their software service. Find out whether your potential cloud provider offers what you need.
For IaaS migration of applications and databases that encrypt data elements or columns, you may
need to change the API calls to leverage the HSMs or software key management instances.
Depending on how your application authenticates itself to the key management server, you may also
need to change the authentication code in your application. The process of equipping volume
encryption services with keys varies between cloud vendors, so your operations team should
investigate how initial provisioning works.
Finally, as mentioned under governance, you will need to get log files from the HSMs or software key
manager(s). Cloud logs are typically provided on-demand via API, or dumped into a storage
repository where you can access raw events as needed. But HSMs are a special service with
additional security controls, so you need to check with your vendor for how to access log files and
what formats they offer data in.

Management
Whether using hardware or software you can count on the basic services of key creation, secure
storage, rotation, and encryption. But a number of concerns pop up when moving to the cloud
because things work a bit differently. One is dual-administrator functions, sometimes called ‘splitkey’ authority. Two or more administrators must authorize certain sensitive administrative functions.
For cloud-based key management you need to designate HSM operators. These operators are
typically issued identity certificates and hardware tokens to authenticate to the HSM or key manager.
We recommend that these certificates be stored in password managers on-premises, and the
hardware tokens secured on-premises as well. We suggest you do not tie the role of HSM operator
to an individual, but instead use a service account so you’re not locked out of the HSM when an
admin leaves the company.
You should modify existing processes to accommodate changes the cloud brings. And prior to
production deployment, should practice key import and rotation to ensure there are no hiccups.

Operations
In NIST’s definition of cloud computing, one of the essential characteristics — which separates it
from hosting providers and on-premises virtualization — is availability on-demand and through selfservice. HSMs in the cloud are new enough that it is not yet always fully self-service. You may need
to work through a partially manual process to get set up and vetted before you can use it. This is
normally a one-time annoyance which should not affect ongoing agility or access.
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HSM services cost more than using native cloud key management. SaaS providers tend to charge a
set-up fee and a flat monthly rate so costs are predictable. IaaS charges are generally based on the
number of keys used, so if you expect to generate lots of keys — such as one per document —
costs can skyrocket. Check to see how keys are generated, how often, and how often they are
rotated, for a handle on operating costs. When comparing HSM with software key managers
deployed atop IaaS, software offers lower licensing costs, but overall operational expense is on-par
given additional set-up and management time software deployments require.
For disaster recovery you need to fully understand your cloud provider’s failover and recovery
models, and whether you need to replicate keys back to your on-premises HSMs. To provide
infrastructure failover you may extend services across multiple zones, or perhaps between different
geographic regions. If you need multi-region replication for greater assurances on up-time, make
sure it’s available from your cloud provider and investigate additional operational and set-up costs
and that apply.
Some HSM services offer failover between geographic regions (as opposed to more localized
availability zones within the same geographic region), some do not. If you choose software key
management you will need to determine how the service will deploy and sync between zones or
regions. This depends on both crypto vendor capabilities such as service endpoints and database
replication, and also on which services your IaaS vendor offers. In any event you likely face additional
set-up and configuration.
Finally, if you want to bring your own keys to the cloud, you will likely decide to leverage HSMs. It is
the only supported model for SaaS, and this is where both cloud and HSM vendors have focused
their efforts. If you want BYOK in conjunction with software key management for IaaS, it is still
somewhat early on the evolutionary curve. Most of the features and functions exist, just as if you
were running on-premises; but ease of management, deployment, and integration are just not there
yet. It is workable but requires more effort.
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Summary
There are many good reasons firms want — and often insist on — controlling data security through
encryption, atop generally secure cloud services. When you control encryption keys you control data
access. Directly managed encryption provides segregation of duties between you and your cloud
vendor. It helps to prevent law enforcement and government from compelling your cloud partner to
disclose your information. Encryption under your control can buttress application and cloud service
controls, using your own data usage policies. And it provides auditors some comfort that data usage
policies are being enforced.
We have reached a point where major cloud vendors can offer you control over your own encryption
keys, while still providing the benefits of cloud computing. Security was the last major sticking point
for companies to adopt public cloud services. Based on customer demand, most cloud providers
who cater to enterprise customers have adopted strong encryption, key management, and HSM
support. And they have designed these services to integrate with the rest of their compute,
networking, and storage offerings. Not all vendor implementations ensure you are the only one who
can access your keys in the cloud, so you need to verify how their systems work. But for the most
part you can pick the cloud that best serves your business needs, rather than searching for a
provider who offers minimum adequate security.
If you have any questions on this topic, or want to discuss your situation specifically, feel free to send
us a note at info@securosis.com.
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